Morning Session

09:00  N Ritchie: Opening Remarks
       E Lisse: Ubuntu Server 7.04 Install
09:20  O Filip: FRED Rollout in .CZ
09:40  M Larson: Verisign’s Global DNS Infrastructure
10:40  Question Time
10:50  Break
11:30  E Lisse: CoCCAtools Install
11:50  E Pruis: CoCCAtools Demo
12:30  K Trost: CommunityDNS

12:40 Lunch (sponsored by CommunityDNS)
Afternoon Session

14:20 O Filip, E Lisse: DNSSEC Position Paper
14:50 P Vixie: Keynote
15:35 Question Time
15:40 S Gibbard: Network Infrastructure to Support Critical DNS Servers
16:20 K Drazek: Host ccTLD Presentation
16:50 E Pruis: CoCCAtools Zone Files (Domains Registered by Participants)
17:00 E Lisse: Closing Remarks
17:09 Question Time
17:10 End

20:00 Speakers’ Dinner (sponsored by .CX)